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DEMI DRESSAGE – OCTOBER HALF TERM PRIX CAPRILLI  

 

A Prix Caprilli, named after the great Italian rider who was the father of the modern forward seat for 
jumping, is a dressage test with jumps included!  

Our Demi Dressage autumn Prix Caprilli includes two fences (each to be jumped once on each rein, in each 
test – the tests will vary according to level, but the location of the fences is the same as per the diagram 

below, so you can build your fences for multiple riders and just adjust the height!) The height of the fence 
regardless of level is NOT important and should be a max of 60cm, but it can also simply be a cavaletti or 

raised pole! Jumping marks are based on style and position NOT height. 

 

 

  

Each jump to be a raised pole, 
small cross pole or small upright 
up to 60cm, positioned before X 
on the diagonal lines across the 
school (K-M and F-H) allowing 
room to ride a 20m circle from 
A around them, and leaving 
space between them down the 
centre line!  

Arena layout diagram for all tests: 
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The GREEN Autumn Prix Caprilli test – walk/trot LEAD REIN ONLY 

1. Enter in trot at A and proceed down the centre line.  
2. At C track right. C-M trot. 
3. Between M and B transition to walk. B-F walk. 
4. Between F and A transition to trot. A-K trot 
5. At K change the rein across the school to M jumping the fence in trot*. M-C-H trot. 
6. Between H and E transition to walk. E-K walk. 
7. Between K and A transition to trot. A-F trot. 
8. At F change the rein across the school to H jumping the fence in trot*. H-C-M-B trot. 
9. Between B and F transition to walk. F-A walk. 
10. At A, halt and shout out ‘Trick or Treat!’†. Proceed in walk A-K-E. 
11. At E change the rein to M in walk, allowing the pony to stretch (free walk on a long rein) 

M-C walk. 
12. Between C and H transition to trot. H-E trot. 
13. At E, half 10m circle left to X and proceed on the centre line in trot. 
14. At G, halt (can be progressive) and salute! 

 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position (security and correctness) 

  Rider’s position over fence* (security and correctness) 

  Rider’s Effectiveness (showing independent use of aids) 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

*You may transition to walk over the fence for little ones! but this will incur a 1 mark penalty.  

† There will be a Hallowe’en ‘Special’ rosette for the loudest rider! 

Note: It will help when judging if the leader is on the far side of the pony and rider i.e. not 
closest to the judge, so that they do not obscure the judge’s view of your rider over the jump. 
The Lead Rein test has been designed with transitions between letters and multiple periods of 
walk to allow for leaders to change sides, and spend more time in walk if required! 

 

*NOTES: ALL LEVELS: 

Remember, the height of the jump does not matter, and should be appropriate to your rider’s 
level of ability and confidence. No extra marks are given for tackling a bigger fence (but marks 
may be lost for ‘poor style’ over the jump!) 

There is a Hallowe’en ‘Special’ rosette for best fancy dress in this class. 
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The YELLOW Autumn Prix Caprilli test – walk/trot OFF LEAD 

1. Enter in trot at A and proceed down the centre line. At C track right. C-M trot. 
2. Between M and B transition to walk. B-F walk. 
3. Between F and A transition to trot.  
4. At A ride a 20m circle right in trot. A-K trot. 
5. At K, change the rein to M, jumping the fence in trot. M-C-H trot. 
6. Between H and E transition to walk. E-K walk. 
7. Between K and A transition to trot. 
8. At A ride a 20m circle left in trot. A-F trot. 
9. At F, change the rein to H, jumping the fence in trot. H-C-M-B-F-A trot. 
10. Between A and K transition to walk. K-E walk. 
11. At E change the rein to M in walk, allowing the pony to stretch (free walk on a long rein) 

M-C walk. 
12. At C transition to trot. C-H-E trot. 
13. At E, half 10m circle left to X and proceed on the centre line in trot. 
14. At G, halt (can be progressive) and salute! 

 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of 
aids) 

Rider’s position over fence* (security and correctness) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed 
movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

 

*NOTES: ALL LEVELS – Remember, the height of the jump does not matter, and should be 
appropriate to your rider’s level of ability and confidence. No extra marks are given for tackling a 
bigger fence (but marks may be lost for ‘poor style’ over the jump!) 

There is a Hallowe’en ‘Special’ rosette for best fancy dress in this class. 
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The RED Autumn Prix Caprilli test – walk/trot/canter OFF LEAD 

1. Enter in trot at A and proceed down the centre line. At C track right. C-M-B trot. 
2. At B, turn right across the school to E. At E track right. E-H-C trot. 
3. Between C and M transition to canter right. M-B-F-A canter. 
4. At A, ride a 20m circle right in canter. On completing the circle, A-K canter. 
5. At K, change the rein to M, jumping the fence in canter.  
6. Between M and C transition to trot. C-H-E trot. 
7. At E, turn left across the school to B. At B track left. B-M-C trot. 
8. Between C and H transition to canter left. H-E-K-A canter. 
9. At A, ride a 20m circle left in canter. On completing the circle, A-F canter. 
10. At F, change the rein to H, jumping the fence in canter.  
11. Between H and C transition to trot. C-M-B-F-A trot. 
12. At A, ride a 20m circle right in trot.  
13. On completing the circle, transition to walk at A. A-K-E walk. 
14. At E change the rein to M in walk, allowing the pony to stretch (free walk on a long rein) 

M-C walk. 
15. At C, transition to trot. C-H-E trot. At E, half 10m circle left to X and proceed on the 

centre line in trot. 
16. At G, halt (can be progressive) and salute! 

 

Collectives:  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces  

  Pony’s Relaxation and Suppleness  

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

Rider’s Position and Seat (balance, straightness and correctness) 

Rider’s position over fence* (security and correctness) 

Rider’s Results (correct and effective use of the aids, accuracy of movements) 

 

 

*NOTES: ALL LEVELS – Remember, the height of the jump does not matter, and should be 
appropriate to your rider’s level of ability and confidence. No extra marks are given for tackling a 
bigger fence (but marks may be lost for ‘poor style’ over the jump!) 

There is a Hallowe’en ‘Special’ rosette for best fancy dress in this class. 

 

 


